Big Rock
Exploration AB

The Oil Industry
USA
World leading in petroleum production and
consumption
Producing over 10 million barrels of oil every month
Consumes an average of 20 million barrels of
petroleum products per day

Texas
Worlds most active onshore market
Producing over 3 million barrels of oil per day
190 000 producing wells and a total of 1,5 million wells

The oil price turmoil has created
acquisition opportunities
Many oil fields produce far less than capacity due to
under-investments and/or neglect
The possibility to increase production at low cost will
create significant values
Sellers will accept lower prices
Assets with low production available for sale

The Oil Market

Who is Big Rock
Exploration ?
Big Rock Exploration AB is a oil & gas company as
well as a prospecting company. The staff brings a
combined 20 years of experience and knowledge
to Big Rock Exploration. With an extensive
network mainly in Texas the company constantly
finds new interesting oil and gas deals.

How it’s done
Big Rock Exploration’s objective is acquisition and
development of proven producing assets. Big Rock
Exploration’s strategy decrease risks by working
onshore and in proven fields while larger oil and gas
companies take higher risks with capital-intensive
offshore programs with higher production costs and
high-risk drilling to cover overhead costs.

Big Rock Explorations AB seeks to
invest in existing reserves that allow
significant yield over 15 years +
- Acquisition in oil and gas properties with significant
development and workover opportunities
- Low overhead costs

- Increase the value of properties through workovers,
improved operations and several recovery methods
- Modernizations to improve recovery and or finding new
reserves
- Big Rock Exploration AB is continuing to identifying new
projects on a regular basis for our strategy

Disclaimer
This is not an offer to buy or sell securities. Oil and natural gas
investments carries very high risks. The information provided
about projects and opportunities on are based on the best
available information but has not be verified by Big Rock
Exploration AB and is subject to change at any time. Big Rock
Exploration does not make any warranties about the
information provided herein and each respective party must
do their own due diligence and verification. Industry facts
obtained in part at www.eie.gov
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